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Abstract. Let G be a Euclidean Feynman graph containing L(G) lines. We
prove that if G has massive propagators and does not contain any divergent
subgraphs its value is bounded by KL(G\ We also prove the infrared analogue of
this bound.

I. Introduction

This paper gives a very flexible technique for bounding Euclidean Feynman
graphs. Such bounds are crucial not only in directly perturbation theoretic results
[dCR, R, 'tH] but more generally in the proofs of convergence of many expansions
in quantum field theory. (In fact, it was the demands of [FMRS 1] that led us to this
work.) Typically, you need to estimate the rate of growth of the value of graphs as a
function of their size, say as measured by the number of lines in the graph. In
superrenormalizable models one can prove relatively easily [G 1, RS] that

\G\^KL(G\ (1.1)

where |G| is the value of the graph G, K is a constant, and L(G) is the number of
lines in G. However, in strictly renormalizable models the bound (1.1) is no longer
true. Explicit families of graphs with factorial growth have been constructed [L,
dCR]. These factorials arise from the renormalization subtractions. In [dCR] it is
proven that, in φ*, graphs that do not contain divergent subgraphs obey the bound
(1.1). 't Hooft ['tH] has proven a similar result for planar φ%

In this paper we generalize this result to pretty well any model. In Sect. II we
consider the ultraviolet case. In Sect. Ill we consider the infrared case. This case is
also covered by [dCPR]. In the appendix we consider the case of only
"logarithmically" convergent graphs.

We use a phase space expansion. In fact, because there is not very much
obscuring detail it is one of the simplest applications of a phase space expansion we
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know of. Nonetheless it is a powerful expansion. In a separate publication
[FMRS 3] we modify the basic expansion of this paper to yield bounds on
renormalized graphs.

In the course of completing this work we received preprints [GN, G 2] in which
perturbative estimates are also derived from a phase space analysis, using a new
and powerful formalism. Although this formalism, in contrast with this paper and
[FMRS 3], is not aimed at the study of individual, rather general, Feynman
graphs, the estimating techniques in [GN, G 2] are very close to ours.

II. The Ultraviolet Case

In this section we prove a bound of the form (1.1) on all connected graphs G
obeying the hypotheses

(H2.1) The Lines

The /th line has a propagator which in (Euclidean) space-time is bounded by
ίk - (x - y)

m>0, K' independent of / and /?(/)> 0. Matrix valued7Γ2 - 2\ϊ(o\K, τ~ m J

propagators (such as fermion propagators) are of course allowed.

(H2.2) The Vertices

Any number of lines may be hooked to any vertex.

(H2.3) The External Vertices

We view our graph G as not containing any external lines. On the other hand, any
vertex of G may be designated an external vertex. The set of external vertices of G
must be nonempty and is denoted i^E(G). We provide estimates for three different
treatments of the external vertices. (Internal vertices are integrated over all RA)

(H2.3a)

Each v E YE(G) is integrated over a standard unit cube (i.e. over nif v ̂  xt >υ ̂  nit v + 1
with nt veZ, ί^i^d) in position space IRA

(H2.3b)

Each υ E i^E(G) is integrated against a test function fv on position space IRA

(H2.3c)

Each υ e i^E(G) has a fixed external momentum kv entering it. In this case we also
assume that the propagators are translation invariant.

(H2.4) Superficial Convergence

This is, of course, the crucial hypothesis. By a subgraph G'g G we mean simply a
subset of the lines of G. The vertices of G' are the end points of lines of G' and an
external line of Gf is a line of G\Gf which is hooked to a vertex of G'. We define
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Λ(G') = φ loops of G', E(G') = # external lines of G', L(G') = φ internal lines of G',
where each external vertex of G counts as having one line external to G. We assume
that there is an ε > 0 such that the superficial degree of divergence

D(G') = Λ(G')d- Σ 2p(0 (2.1)
leG'

of each connected subgraph of G obeys

. (2.2)

This is true in any renormalizable theory. For example in φ% - D(G'} = E(G'} — 4 so
that — D(G') ^ j£(G') for any connected G' which has E(G'} ^ 5, i.e. is convergent.

The value of the graph (which is also denoted G) is defined to be
ί Π dxυ Π cι(χb XD? where cl is the propagator for the line / and xl9 x\ are the

v leG

positions of the vertices at the ends of /.

Theorem 2.1. // for some m, ε>0 hypotheses (H2.1)-(H2.4) above are satisfied
then for any 0 < ζ < 1 there exists a constant K such that

sup Π έΓm(1-ζ)|x'-yι1 for (H2.3a),
xv leG

inf ||/JLι Π II/JL. /or(H2.3b),
t;ey£ i ΦweyjE

<3f Σ U /or(H2.3c).
V»e^£ /

Here the sup runs over all possible positions of the vertices of G but with the
external vertices in the cubes of (H2.3a).

Remark 1. The constant K depends only on m, ε, ζ, d, K\ and the p(/)'s.

Remark 2. We shall prove this theorem using a phase space expansion.
Consequently, we must be able to localize simultaneously in "momentum space
and position space." To do so we simply use Lemma 2.2 below to bound each
propagator in G. The right-hand side of the bound (2.3) should be thought of as
resulting from a decomposition of momentum space into slices indexed by i with
the momentum in slice i being of magnitude roughly M\ For notational
convenience we have scaled the mass m to 1 both in Lemma 2.2 and in the proof of
Theorem 2.1.

Remark 3. We will use K to denote many different (and largely irrelevant)
constants.

Lemma 2.2. For any p > 0, ζ > 0, and M > 1 there exists a constant K = K(ζ, M, d, p)
such that

ddk
<K Σ M ί (d~2p)e~(1~ζ/2)Ml |*~y |. (2.3)J(2π)d (fc24

Proof. Taking the Fourier transform of

1 1
p>0,
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gives the α-representation

ι τs'
_____

' ~ (4π)«'2 Γ(p)

from which follows the upper bound

\C(x,y)\ZKe

\χ~y\2

4α

1
if d-2p>0,

:n|x-};|| if d-2p = Q,

1 if d-2p<0.

(2.4)

Hence it suffices to prove the corresponding lower bound on the right-hand side of
(2.3). Now the bound

is adequate for |x — j;| ̂  1 and for d — 2p < 0, |x — 3;] ̂  1 . For |x — y\ ̂  1 , d — 2p ̂  0 we
use

00 00 M ί + 1 ς<5 00 Λ f 5(1+1)

ί dssδ-le-sr= Σ ί ds-e-"^ Σ (Mi+l - Mr^- e~ Mί*
1 ί=0 Mί S i = o M

to yield

i = 0

J d

. .\χ-y\

Finally, we observe that, for |

J
\x-y\

and for |x — y\^ 1, d — 2p =

|^l d-2p>0

J
\χ-y\

D

Proof of Theorem 2.1. We remind the reader that m has been scaled to 1. As well it
suffices to prove the estimate associated with the hypothesis (H2.3a) since the other
two estimates follow directly from it (using translation invariance).

For the reader's convenience we organize the proof into four steps: the
preparation, the integral over position space, the harvesting of momentum space
decay, and the sum over momentum space.

The Preparation. In this step we prepare the graph for application of the phase
space expansion. First, we apply Lemma 2.2 (any M > 1 well do) to bound the
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propagator associated with each line / by

->l (2.5)

with δ(I) = d-2p(l).
Pick a single term from the resulting (multi-) sum by assigning a single value of i

to each line. The sum over these "momentum assignments" will be performed in
the third step. Next use

M 7=1

to rewrite the decay factor e~d-WMll\χ-y\ associated with each line / as

iz
| π e-ζ'MJ[x-y\

7 = 0

with C'=min j|, (1 -ζ/2)— ^- 1 . The factors e~(1 ~^x~^ are extracted to give the

exponential decay between the external vertices quoted in the statement of the
theorem. This leaves us with the problem of showing that the sum over momentum
assignments of ^

J Π dxv Π MW) Π <Γζ'MJ'|xz-^ (2.7)
VΦVQ leG 7 = 0

is bounded by KL(G\ Here we have picked one external vertex VΌ at random and are
holding it fixed. All other vertices (both internal and external) are integrated over
allR'.

The product Π Π e ζ'MJ|*ί y z l should be thought of as being organized in the
leG 7 = 0

following way. Define Q . = {/ e G|/j ̂ j} (2 8)

and denote the set of connected components of G7

Then Π Yle-ζ'MJ\Xl-yι\=U Π e-ζ / M J | j C l"y ι ' (2.9)

with the product Π running over j^O, l^k^^.
Λ/c

T/2^ integral over position space is based on the observation that given any set
ι;o,ι/1? ...,ί^ of distinct vertices of G] we may reorder v\,...,υf

n [i.e. choose a
permutation σ of (0, 1, ...,n) with σ(0) = 0] in such a way that

ί Π Λc* Π £Γ '̂*'-^ί Π Λ,; Π
ι = l

= Kn(M~dj)n. (2.10)

To see the first inequality throw away all the lines of G] except those forming some
spanning tree 7}k of G]. A spanning tree of G] is simply a subgraph of G] that has no
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Fig. 1

loops and which contains all the vertices of G). Then use the fact illustrated in
Fig. 1 below that given any tree it is possible to find a path in the tree which starts
at any given vertex (in our case v'0) passes through every vertex of the tree and
which covers each line of the tree at most twice.

The bound on the integral over position space will be developed in the
following way. We will below assign each vertex v of G, except the fixed external
vertex vθ9 to a G) that contains v. The vertices assigned to G] will be called the
integration vertices of G] and will play the role of v'i9 ...9v'n in (2.10). We will also
pick for each G] a vertex to play the role of v'0. It will be called the fixed vertex of G].
Then we apply „

Π g-ζ'MJ\xι-yι\< π e~ kζ'MJ\xv>σ(i_ί}-xv>σ | /Λ i n
v ~ L L ^ \^ LίJ

e j l

for any 7, k. Finally, we integrate the positions of all integration vertices of each G]
starting with the highest j and considering successively smaller /s in turn. We
demand that no integration vertex v of G] be a fixed vertex of any Gk' with/<7'.
Consequently at the time dxv is performed the variable xv appears in only a single

e-H'MJ\χv>-χv\^ Once we have done the integrations, as in (2.10), each vertex v will
be endowed with a factor M~djv, where jv is the momentum scale of the Gk

jv to which
v has been assigned as an integration vertex. To make this factor as small as
possible we would like^ as large as possible. To this end we also demand that every
vertex of G] except the one fixed vertex of G] is an integration vertex of some Gj/
with/^7.

We now choose the fixed and integration vertices starting with the fixed
vertices. Consider all G*'s. Assign v0 as fixed vertex to all Gj's in which it appears
and delete these Gfs from consideration. Pick at random any vertex v'0 of any
remaining maximal (with the ordering given by containment) G]. Assign this v'Q as
fixed vertex to all remaining Gk s in which it appears and delete these Gj's from
consideration. Repeat until all G)'s have been assigned fixed vertices. For each
v^v0 consider all Gj's in which it appears. Assign it as an integration vertex to the
Gk with the largest j for which it is not a fixed vertex.

The Harvesting of Momentum Space Decay

At the conclusion of the integral over position space we have the bound

. .... iϊ ......
ί Π dxv

yφι>o l
1^ Π

(KM-*Jv), (2.12)
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where jυ is the momentum scale in which the integration over xv occurred. Now

= π

M-di»= ΠM-Λ= π M~
j=ί l^ j s.t. veGj,

v not fixed in scale j

Hence, using V(G) to denote the number of vertices of G,

π (KM-^)= π
leG V*VQ j^l k

^ KL(G) Π Π MD(G?> for a new K , (2.13)

by(H2.4). (2.14)

The factors of M~2ε are reassigned as follows. Each G] is considered in turn
starting with the highest/. For fixed 7, k each external vertex of G] is considered in
turn. A factor of M~ε is assigned to each external line of G] ending at the external
vertex in question. Given any line / ending at any vertex υ, there is a k such that / is
an external line of G] with υ an external vertex of G] if and only if

ij <j ^ max {i{\lf ends at i;} = iv .

Consequently given any vertex v and any line / ending at v, the half of / nearest v is
aSSigned M-*-<» (2.15)
in total.

The Sum over Momentum Space

To complete the proof of Theorem 2.1 we need only perform the sum over the
different possible assignments of momentum scales to the lines of G. This sum will
be controlled using the exponential decay between the momentum scales of lines
meeting at a common vertex we have just produced. In principal the technique is
identical to that used to bound a tree graph whose propagators have integrable
decay in position space. In practice the construction of the appropriate dual tree
will be a little messy. If, however, one is willing to allow a dependence on v, the
maximum number of lines ending at a common vertex, in the final bound one can

Π M- ̂ -^ Π Af'^"1'11"'1'1 (2.16)
/ ending at v I ι , l 2 ending at v

to trivially provide a bound on the sum over momentum assignments [FMRS 2],
We start by dividing all possible momentum assignments into classes

according to which line has the highest momentum at each vertex. Decide ties by
numbering in some arbitrary way all lines in G and using the rule "ties go to the line
with the smallest number." Since there are

Π ( * lines ending at the vertex) ̂  Π 2 * lίnes endίng at " ̂  22L(G) ,
vertices v

it suffices to consider momentum assignments consistent with any given fixed class.
To maximize the similarity between the sum over momentum assignments and a
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classical sum over position space we will construct a tree graph M. To minimize
confusion as we slowly build M out of G we will prefix all lines, vertices etc. of M by
M- (as in momentum) and all lines, vertices etc. of G by G-. The set of M-vertices
will be precisely the set of G-lines. There will be associated with each M-line an
exponential decay factor between the momentum scales of the M-vertices at its
ends. (Hence we wish each M-line to join two G-lines which have a G-vertex in
common, with one of the G-lines being the highest line of this G-vertex.) We
construct M in five steps.

Step 1. Start by drawing an M-vertex in the centre of each G-line. In the pictures
below is a G-vertex,

is a G-line,
/
•— means that the line at the tail of the arrow is the highest

line at the head of the arrow,

is an M-line,
O is an M-vertex.

Step 2. Now collapse any G-line which is simultaneously the highest line of two
G-vertices into the M-vertex at its centre. Note that this M-vertex has absorbed
exactly two G-vertices because, by construction, a G-vertex must have exactly one
designated highest line. Hence in the picture below the G-lines without arrows must
not be highest lines for two G-vertices at once.

Step 3. There is now a one to one correspondence between the remaining
G-vertices and the remaining highest G-lines. (That was the point of Step 2.)
Replace each remaining -̂o- by o-—. For example
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The situation is now the following.
- There are no G-vertices left although there may still be plenty of G-lines (each

with an M-vertex drawn at its centre).
- Each M-vertex that is not drawn in the middle of a G-line (—o—)

corresponds to the highest line of some G-line.
- Each M-line connects two M-vertices ( = G-lines) that had a G-vertex in

common. To check this simply review the history that led to the introduction of a
line .

step 3

step 2

In both these cases v is the G-vertex common to the G-lines /α and /2. We also see
that in both cases one of the M- vertices (in fact /2) is the highest line of the common
G-vertex, so we do indeed have the desired exponential decay factor associated
with L.

- There are no closed loops made up solely of M-lines. For if there were G must
contain a closed loop of highest momentum lines. But that is impossible because
the lines of G are strictly ordered by momentum scale (thanks to the tie breaking
mechanism) and each G-vertex must have exactly one highest momentum line.

Step 4. Repeat the following operation until no closed loops remain. Pick any
/ I2 /Q

loop. It must contain a G-line o - ° - ° I or a tadpole Π introduced in Step

' '\ i 9 « \
2 . Replace the G-line by °~ ~° ° or in the case of the tadpole j L . Tracing
/ *1 *2 *3\ δj,/

back the history of L we see that it joins two G-lines that have a vertex in common,
with one of the G-lines being the highest line of the common vertex.

?
o ---- o o I L

I, ΐz f3 ό

step

rf-
«1 *2 *3

L I stePs 2 αnd 3 f step 2
—.N I I

\ n
_Λ <) A *2
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Step 5. Replace all remaining 's by o o o :

LI L2o o o

step 5

LI I L2

*ι *2 *3

steps 2 and 3

L

As usual we check that L^ and L2 have the desired decay factors.
We have now completed our construction of M. It is indeed a connected tree

graph whose vertices are in one to one correspondence with lines of G and whose
lines are each endowed with a decay factor, Af "β|ί~ /l, where i and j are the
momentum scales of the M-vertices ( = G-lines) at the ends of the M-line.
Furthermore, for the purpose of this construction we can include in G one external
line for each external vertex of G [see (H2.4)]. Since these (globally) external lines
are not contained in any G7 they accumulate factors of M~ε (in the harvest of decay
in momentum space) as though they have momentum scale 0. Consequently, the
corresponding M-vertices have their momentum scales fixed at 0. So we can
perform the sum over momentum scales in the usual way, by introducing a natural
partial ordering on the vertices of M with one of the i = 0 vertices being the

"biggest" vertex and so on. The sum generates a constant 1 bounded by

\ ^M~β|ί| per (Mine. D
/

III. The Infrared Case

We now move onto the infrared analogue of Theorem 2.1. As in Sect. II we take a
position space point of view. We consider connected graphs consisting of external
vertices, whose positions are fixed in (Euclidean) space-time, internal vertices
whose positions are integrated over (Euclidean) space-time and lines joining pairs
of distinct vertices. There are no external lines in the sense that one end of the line is
hooked to a vertex and the other end isn't hooked to anything.

We will derive a uniform bound on the position-space value of our graph, i.e. a
bound which is independent of the positions of the external vertices. It is easy to use
such bounds to derive bounds that are uniform in momentum space. If kv is the
(fixed) external momentum which is entering the vertex υ9 the value of G in
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momentum space is

and is bounded in absolute value by

kv\ j d
dx2 .

thanks to the translation invariance of G(x l 5...,x n). Hence we need only fix the
location of one external vertex at 0 and re-designate all the remaining vertices to be
internal vertices.

We assume

(H3.1) The Lines

The /th line has a propagator which, in space-time, is bounded by -—

where 0 <p(ΐ) < - and d is the dimension of space-time. This is the behaviour, for

example, of the propagator 2p(l}, where the ultraviolet cutoff/(/c) is integrable and

has at least (d+l) integrable derivatives.

(H3.2) = (H2.2) The Vertices

Any strictly positive number of lines may be hooked to any vertex.

(H3.3) The External Vertices

There must be one or more vertices designated as external vertices. These vertices
are located at fixed but arbitrary points of space-time.

The final, but, of course, principal, hypothesis is that of superficial convergence.
The test for superficial convergence [LZ] is constructed as follows. Let G' be any
subgraph of G. Let <%(G') = {Hl9 ...,#„} denote the connected components of G',
<&I(G') = {Hie

(tf(G')\Hi does not contain an external vertex of G} denote the
"internal components of G'" and Cj(Gf) = |̂ /(G')|. You are to think of the position
of all vertices within any single component of G' as being fixed relative to each
other. Each internal component is free to move as a unit over all IRA The internal
vertices of G which do not appear in G' are free to roam independently. For
example in

G

external ^ *V *1 ^^ ^v^ *2 ^~^ external
vertex .T^ — ^ * s ~ . . v e r t e x

v I -y

the variable x1—x2 is to be held fixed while the variable y= 1 2 is to be

integrated. The resulting integral will have power counting favorable for
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convergence if

/>J(G,GO = Σ (d-2XO)-dC/(G/)-dK/(G\G/) (3.1)
leG\G'

is strictly positive. Here Fj(G\G') is the number of vertices that are internal to G but
do not appear in Gx. The example above fails this test (barely) when d = 4 and p(l±)
=p(/2)= 1. In order to get a bound of the form KL(G) we demand further that
DJ(G, G') grow linearly in E(G'), the number of external lines of G'. An external line
of G7 is a line of G\G' having at least one end hooked to a vertex of G'.

(H3.4) Superficial Convergence

We assume that there is an ε>0 such that for any G'$ G

«°.™{^ ; £ί:
To get a feel for the linear growth condition let us consider a massless

ultraviolet cutoff Φ* model. Let us also aim for bounds that are uniform in
momentum space, i.e. ensure that a connected graph always has one external
vertex. Then for any connected graph

W) = £>'(G',0) = Σ (d~2p(l))-dVI(G')
leG'

= 2I4G')-4(V(G')-l)

= 4-£(G%

where now the number E(G') of external lines of G' is determined by the condition
that all vertices be hooked to exactly four lines. DJ(G, G') may now be calculated

£1 + Σ (E(H)-4),
He<#(G')

since D\G) ̂  1 by the assumed convergence of G. Now there cannot be any H with
E(H) = 0 since G is connected and there cannot be any H with E(H) = 2 because
choosing G" = G\{the external lines of H} results in DI(G, G")^0. Consequently,
(H3.4) will be obeyed provided there are only a bounded number of ίΓs with
E(H) = 4. The ε that appears in (H3.4) will depend on this bounded number. This is
not an artificial effect. The presence of E(H) = 4 subgraphs does indeed result in a
factorial growth in the value of G. Consider for example

with n bubbles. Now in momentum space
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is always positive [assuming the ultraviolet cutoff/(fc) >0] and is bounded below
by const|ln/c2| for small k2. Hence at zero external momentum

1

Theorem 3.1. // a connected graph G, having at least one external vertex, obeys
(H3.1)-(H3.4) above, then there exists a constant K, depending only on K\ d, ε,

and the p(l)'s such that IGI <KL(G)

Proof. The proof is, of course, very similar to that of Theorem 2.1. It is left as an
exercise. The solution to this exercise is available on request from the authors. D

Remark. Theorem 3.1 overlaps with some results of [dCPR].

Appendix. Graphs with Logarithmic Propagators

In this section we extend the bounds of Sect. II to cover also completely convergent
graphs whose propagators may contain logarithms of the momentum. Therefore,
we bound convergent graphs in the sense of Weinberg's theorem [W], where also
the case of logarithmic convergence was studied. Another motivation for this
appendix comes from the study of asymptotically free theories. In these theories it
is possible to do a partial resummation of the renormalized perturbation series
which results in extra logarithms being introduced into some dressed vertices or
propagators [GN1, 'tH, R]. If one uses a minimal resummation prescription
(resummation of parquet graphs) this extra logarithmic convergence plays a
crucial role in the estimates of dressed graphs [R].

We will consider connected Euclidean Feynman graphs obeying:

(HA.l) The Lines

The /th line has a propagator which in position space is bounded by

eίk-(χ-y)

with m > 0 independent of / and p(Γ), π(/) ̂  0 (not both zero).

(HA.2) The Vertices

Any number of lines may be hooked to any vertex.

(HA.3) The External Vertices

We tend to view G in position space; we do not view its external lines as part of G
but instead consider those vertices of G that are ends of external lines as external
vertices smeared with test functions. These test functions may be characteristic
functions of standard unit cubes in position space [case (HA.3a)], general test
functions of which one is in Ll and the rest in L^ [case (HA.3b)] or exponentials

eιkυ χv which fix the external momentum entering v [case (HA.3c)]. In the last case
we also assume that the propagators of (HA.l) are translation invariant.
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(HA.4) Superficial Convergence

We define for any connected subgraph G'£G a logarithmic superficial degree of
divergence

Δ(Gf) = A(Gf}- Σ π(0, where Λ(G') =# loops in G' (A.I)
leG'

analogous to the (power) superficial degree of divergence D(G'}. We assume that
there is an ε>0 such that for every connected G'£G either

D(G')^2εE(G') (A.2a)
or

j') = 0 and -A(G')^ε. (A.2b)

In (A.2a) each external vertex of G counts as having one (globally) external line.

(HA.5) D = 0 Forests

There is a constant C such that the number of proper D = 0 forests of G (i.e. forests
consisting of D = 0, one particle irreducible subgraphs of G) is bounded by CL(G\
There is a constant C such that for every connected G'£ G with D(G') = 0, G' has at
most C external vertices. Forests are sets of non-overlapping subgraphs (see e.g.
[dCR]).

Hypothesis (HA.5) is satisfied with C = 8, C' = 6 in the φ$ model by [dCR,
Lemma A.2] and by similar arguments for the Gross-Neveu2 model the vertex

being either ^*\. ^**J^' > where sv^ is an ultralocal boson field and the φ\

model.

Theorem A.I. // hypotheses (HA.l)-(HA.S) above are satisfied then for any
0 < ζ < 1 there exists a constant K such that

sup Π e~m(1~®lxι~yι1 for (HA.3a),
xv leG

,Π I|/J|L- /or(HA.3b),

/or(HA.3c).

• sup rims ot>£r all possible positions of vertices of G but with the external
vertices in the cubes of (HA.Ba). The constant K depends only on w, ε, C, d, K', C, C',
and the p(ΐ)'s and π(l)'s.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.1 so we only outline it. It suffices to
consider case (HA.3a) (by translation invariance), m= 1 (by scaling) and propa-
gators for which one of p(/), π(/) are zero (by factorization). We use (2.3), to bound
the power law propagators and Lemma A.2 below to bound the logarithmic
propagators.

Lemma A.2. For any q,m>Q, 0<C<1, and M>1 there exists a constant
K = K(q, ζ, m, M, d) such that

ddk |<|c v M^l}^lrιM.l.9-.pΛ.-^tmm^ „
" (A.3)f -
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The proof of this lemma is very similar to that of Lemma 2.2. We remark that
contrary to appearances we have not gained an "extra" logarithm. We shall see
why later.

We next pick any fixed but arbitrary assignment of momenta scales [i.e. indices
i of (A. 3)] to the lines of G and perform the integration of the internal vertices over
position space exactly as in Theorem 2.1. "The Integral over Position Space." The
result is (ignoring for the time being the factors of [l+lnAΓ1]"^"1 in the
propagators and also some irrelevant constants)

Π ΠMD<G?>, (A.4)

where the G*'s are the connected components of Gj = {l\iι^.j}.
We can't at this stage simply perform the sum over momentum assignments

because it is possible for D(G*) to be zero. Consequently, we fail to get exponential
decay in momentum space. Let

^P = {proper components of Gj's with D(Gj) = 0} (^P is a forest),

%L= U {{/}|/ e Gj\{all proper components of G)}} ,

P L i f D(G) = 0 ,
if D(G)ΦO.

Thanks to (HA.5) the number of different possible 0's is bounded by (2C)L(G) so it
suffices to fix ̂  and consider only momentum assignments giving that ̂ . For each
g e ̂  define the base momentum

b( )=ί° if g = G' D(G)Φ0' (A 6)
otherwise.

We claim that if the b(g)9s are held fixed the remaining part of the sum over
momentum assignments may be done using (A.4). The idea is as follows. Fix any
g e & and consider gr = g I (J g' (i.e. contract all elements of 0 inside g to points).

Because all the "dangerous subgraphs" (i.e. Gj's with D = 0) inside g have been
contracted to points, (A.4) does give exponential decay between the momentum
scales of internal lines of gr meeting at a common vertex of gr. This calculation is
done in detail in [FMRS 3, Sect. Ill] for the case where one need not worry about
taking proper components. Having to worry about proper components is no more
than an additional nuisance factor. There is no exponential decay to external lines
of gr since D(g) = 0, but the fact that b(g) is fixed breaks translation invariance and
we are still able to sum over the momentum assignments to lines of gr. Every line of
g appears in precisely one gr.

That leaves only the sum over the fc(#)'s. That's where the logs come in. Since

ίf A = 1 + ε' (A'7)

each sum over a b(g) (think ί) uses up one log from within g and transmits the rest to
the next larger element of ̂  (think j). Hence it suffices to verify that every g e ̂
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contains enough logarithms. The number of logs that g has access to (i.e. the
number in propagators of g minus the number already used up in sums) is

l e g

Σ
leg

1+
leg

(A.8)

where ΣL denotes the sum over logarithmic lines. Note that the "extra" logarithms
that Lemma A.2 appeared to give us have been used up in performing the sum over
the base momenta of the singleton logarithmic lines in &L. The claim that λ(g)
^ 1 4- ε now follows from hypothesis (HA.4) and

Lemma A.3. g e 3FP => card {$' G^P\g/(^g}^ Λ(g).

This lemma follows by induction from the fact that any IP/ g has a loop that is
not contained in any disjoint union of ίPI subgraphs of g. D
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